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In what state did you start your craft of graffiti and how long have you
been a practitioner of  the craft?  A. It all started for me in the South Bronx,
that was were I grew up. I was from 176th Street  and 3rd Avenue. At a very
early age I was checking out the 3rd Avenue El Trains that ran  right next to
my building. So yeah that’s where it all started for me. I only got to see them 
 for a few years as the line would eventually be torn down. But it was a few
years later at  the age 12 when I started on my pre journey into the style
writing culture or Graffiti. I  wasn’t bombing anything seriously, it was all just
me trying to express my love of writing.  So yeah I would try and put my tag
up and around as best I could all the wile being  enamored with seeing other
writers tags up everywhere that I would go. As a kid  growing up with out
much to do that was my main interest. For me back then I was  learning what
writing was all about. Everything that I was doing was done in a fooling 
 around sort of way. My exposure to graffiti back then would drive me wild at
times  because I was to young to get my hands on any spray paint. If I did get
a can from one  of the older guys around the way or a friend, it didn’t last to
long. Or makers as I wasn’t  hip to what surfaces you should use them on.

NIC1 AK

Editor-in-Chief
T I M U R  A .  D A V I S  

From disruptive culture to out-of-this-world inventions,
this issue celebrates the innovators and their relentless
need to question the way things work. 
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NASTY
NIC AK
By  T imur  A .  Dav i s  

Pho tog raphs  by  Nic  One

C A T C H  S O M E  WA V E S  I N Several years earlier I remember seeing FDT56 and
Clyde names running on the 3rd Ave  El line, mostly
FDT56. His tag signature was my first true exposure
and influence into  becoming a StyleWriter. If it wasn’t
for that I’m not sure I would have taking to the  writing
culture as intensely as I have. I loved looking at the
trains and over the years my  fondness grew and my
desire to paint them grew as well. But it would be some
years  later in my growth before I would paint a subway
train. By 1984 I would start my true  journey into
becoming a real writer. I had spent the late 70’s and
the early 80’s learning  my craft and working on things
like. Handstyles, throw ups, straight letters and piecing.  
Some of those things you had to go out to the streets
and work on to get better at and  some I would work on
at home. So yeah I was out there hitting the streets
trying to get  my name up and around, all the wile
working myself up to painting on a train. The first  piece
that I did was on the number 6 train, which was way
across town from where I was  lived. I did it all along
with no one to watch my back. I was crazy nervous and
scared but  I soon calmed myself once I was in the lay
up.

N O M A D I C   |   2 4





Photograph by NIC1 AK

The one thing that I’ve done and
continue to do is stay true to what I
love. I’m a fan of  other writers
works but as well I never lose site
of my artistry and all of the god
giving  talent that I have inside of
me. These days being a writers is
not about getting up or  hitting the
trains or chasing fame. Those days
are long gone behind me. If I
haven’t  accomplished anything by
now then I should just give up.
These days it’s about pitting out my
work and feeding my artistic soul.

If what I do moves people I take it
as a  blessing if not that’s a blessing
too. What I’m after now is my own
artist greatness  nothing more
nothing less.

Did you start in High School and who
were some of your influences "Subway
Art?”

II  went to Walton High School in the
Bronx. It was then when things started
to really happen for  me as a writer. I
started meeting other writers and I was
doing my homework just checking out 
 the subways and all of the crazy dope
artwork that was on them. I remember
seeing the DONDI  car with the hand and
the one with with Bodie character also
cars by Mitch77, Daze and Crash, 
 Shy147, Kel149, Part Tds, Spin TFS,
whole cars by Mad Seen, and so many
more. Looking out  the window of my
Math class I would see so much work
and I failed math with flying colors.  First
writer that I met in High School was a
writer named Toxic he was a cool guy
that was a lot  like me. He just loved
writing and he knew a lot of real writers,
cats like KASE2, LEE, DELTA2,  SHARP,
DEZZY DEZ, AGENT and so on and son
on.

D

,The piece that I did came out
terrible but I  needed that. I needed
to fail in order for me to move
forward as a style writer. What I 
 thought would be a fresh piece
turned out to be the total opposite.
I kept on tagging up  around the
Bronx and working on my letters. I
went back to the train lay ups, this
time  staying close to home hitting
the CC line practicing up on my can
control and getting a  better
understanding of the caps and the
paint.

 Krylon and Rustolum were my
main go  to paints. As time passed
on I stayed on my arts and grind,
meeting great writers that  would
become added influences to me.
Writes like TRACY168, PHASE2, NOC
167,  MITCH77, DONDI, SEEN, LEE,
A-ONE (TDS), ZEPHYR, I would learn
a lot from these  writers and as a
result continue to grow. I’ve been
writing my tag for 40 years now and
I  never had any time off from
writing or being a writer. I’ve seen
lots and lots of writers  come into
the writing culture and grow to
become well known. I’ve seen
writers over the  years come back
to the writing culture and I’ve seem
many over the years pass away.



I can’t remember how we got to the
what  you write part but we always
would talk about the graff on the
trains, what I call The Who’s up 
 talks. The second writer was a cat
by the name SED he was a bit more
of a local type of writer  meaning he
wasn’t up on the streets but he was
up in a small part of the Bronx. The
third writer  was a guy by the name
of MAD2 he was a writer with a
great hand style, he didn’t do any
street  bombing he was just a guy
that loved writing specially hand
style writing. At that time he did
have  a better hand style than I so he
would often bust my chops about it.
There was always some sort of
writers competition going on
between us. It was fun, he pushed 
 me as for as hand styles goes.
Because of him I kept a pilot or a uni
wide maker on me all of the  time
back then. There weren’t too many
writers in my High School. I didn’t
hit up my school to  much as I was
more about being out on the streets.
Years later when the book Subway
Art came  out I would see photos of
some of the pieces that I had seen
running earlier in that decade.

Writers who’s works influenced me
and motivated me to grow to
become a better style writer. By  the
time Subway Art came out I had met
a lot of the writers that were
featured in it, writers like 
 TRACY168, TKid 170, Seen UA,
Smiley149, Dondi, Mitch77, Agent,
Phase2, Ramelzee, Lady  Pink,Crash
and Daze. Coming up through it all
to a point of meeting and seeing
writers that I had  the pleasure to
meet was a great feeling for me. It
was a validation of my come up in
the writing  culture and a
confirmation that I was a true part
of it. High School opened up a whole
world of  things to me because I was
meeting writers and they were
opening my eyes as to what was 
 going in the writing and Hip Hop
cultures. I got around a lot more.
Outdoor Hip Hop Jams were  going
down in the summer and I was out
there writing my name up and
getting around the Bronx  and I
mean around. Same thing in the
winter time tagging and going
everywhere that I could go  that was
writing or Hip Hop related. Great
times or as I like to call it the coming
of age times.

''Outdoor Hip Hop Jams
were  going down in the
summer and I was out

there writing my name up
and getting around the

Bronx  and I mean around.
Same thing in the winter
time tagging and going

everywhere that I could go  
that was writing or Hip

Hop related. Great times
or as I like to call it the
coming of age times."



I When was the first and last time
you did a piece on the train? 
 
My first piece on a train was in
1983. I painted on a six train. The
piece was a real learning  experience
as it didn’t turn out as well as I
thought it would. That said I just
kept at it. Thankfully I  did, I might
not have ever gotten better if I
didn’t keep at it.

Did Graffiti since the 1970s did any
of the traditional rules change? 

 Well from what I understand not
that much changed, going over a tag
with a tag was still a no  no and a
throw up could still go over a tag but
not over a piece or it would be
considered as a  sign of beef. A lot of
the early rules or what I like to call
guide lines still stayed true into the
80’s. If  I missed something someone
please let me know. In the early
writing days the 70’s, writers tried 
 not to go over one another they had
way more respect for each other’s
work as well as each  other. They
looked foward to running into each
other or writers that they never
met. By the end of  the 70’s the MTA
had started a second wave of
buffing the trains causing the
writers to share  tighter spaces.

That led to some spill over and
forced writers to paint bigger or do
their throw  ups higher on the trains
like the TOP Crew started doing in
the late 70’s. If writers did take
more  space most of them would just
opt to squash their beefs if any
beef’s were to happen But by the 
 early 80’s that all changed as a new
generation of writers came about
and their ideals of shared  space on
the subways trains was thrown out
of the window in favor of just
smashing over other  writers works,
witch quickly lead to beef on the
Subway’s. It was common practice
that you had  your guard up when it
came to meeting other writers
because depending on where you
were or  who you were with shit
might jump off. All of what I’m
saying falls not under rules but falls
under  simple etiquette. That’s
about the only thing that changed
off hand. Writers still honor the
rules of  the game that was laid the
decade before.



I can’t remember how we got to the
what  you write part but we always
would talk about the graff on the
trains, what I call The Who’s up 
 talks. The second writer was a cat
by the name SED he was a bit more
of a local type of writer  meaning he
wasn’t up on the streets but he was
up in a small part of the Bronx. The
third writer  was a guy by the name
of MAD2 he was a writer with a
great hand style, he didn’t do any
street  bombing he was just a guy
that loved writing specially hand
style writing. At that time he did
have  a better hand style than I so he
would often bust my chops about it.
There was always some sort of
writers competition going on
between us. It was fun, he pushed 
 me as for as hand styles goes.
Because of him I kept a pilot or a uni
wide maker on me all of the  time
back then. There weren’t too many
writers in my High School. I didn’t
hit up my school to  much as I was
more about being out on the streets.
Years later when the book Subway
Art came  out I would see photos of
some of the pieces that I had seen
running earlier in that decade.

Writers who’s works influenced me
and motivated me to grow to
become a better style writer. By  the
time Subway Art came out I had met
a lot of the writers that were
featured in it, writers like 
 TRACY168, TKid 170, Seen UA,
Smiley149, Dondi, Mitch77, Agent,
Phase2, Ramelzee, Lady  Pink,Crash
and Daze. Coming up through it all
to a point of meeting and seeing
writers that I had  the pleasure to
meet was a great feeling for me. It
was a validation of my come up in
the writing  culture and a
confirmation that I was a true part
of it. High School opened up a whole
world of  things to me because I was
meeting writers and they were
opening my eyes as to what was 
 going in the writing and Hip Hop
cultures. I got around a lot more.
Outdoor Hip Hop Jams were  going
down in the summer and I was out
there writing my name up and
getting around the Bronx  and I
mean around. Same thing in the
winter time tagging and going
everywhere that I could go  that was
writing or Hip Hop related. Great
times or as I like to call it the coming
of age times.



In what state are you located now?
How did you receive your tag name
Nic-One and did you  go by any
other name before your current
writer tag?  

I’m still in the Bronx even though
some things have changed, I’m still
here man. How I got me  name was
by accidental choice. Meaning it was
something that I made up and due to
a family  member’s enlightenment of
what it was that I was admiring and
what it was all about. Little did  that
person know they were helping me
to take to the style writing culture. I
took to it like a fish to  water. At first
I was tagging NIC. I did that for a
while and then one day I was hitting
up a  handball court and I added
ONE next to NIC and the rest was
history. I didn’t jump from name to 
 name, It was just that one name NIC
ONE and it stuck with me and vice
versa.

Years later In  1983 I would meet
TRACY168 and he would tell me of
another writer by the name of NIC
but he  wrote NIC707. Funny thing
is he stopped writing in 1974 and I
started writing in 1977. So it was 
 just wild to hear that because as I
told Tracy I never heard of him. He
was up too but I guess I  just missed
seeing any of his work to know
otherwise. I didn’t think anything of
it because in my  eyes I was NIC
ONE a writer with no street number.
I was Nic One and in my mind after
me there  were no others. I was so
determined to make that something
that was real to me. Over the years  I
guess I did such a great job of
rocking my name and getting it
known with in the aerosol writing 
 culture, that in 2006 Nic707 started
seeing my work and it made him
question things so much so  that he
had to step back into the writing
culture because of all of the work
that I had been putting  in that he
kept on seeing. In the summer of
2006 he showed up to one of the 

Old Timers Day  events that we
were having at 5Pointz and we met
and we kicked it and he showed me
some  outlines and complemented
me on my work and said that he had
heard that I was at 5Poinz and he
dropped by to meet me. This guy
who I never heard of until 83 and
never met until 2006  wanted to
meet me. For me that was a big wow
moment one that I will never forget.
I had no idea  that he was checking
me out it was like whoa! He’s an old
school pioneer writer. It was a great  
honor to meet such a writer. I told
him that it was really great to meet
him and that I have heard  of him
from Tracy168 and I invited him to
come by 5Pointz to paint anytime he
wanted, he was  always welcomed
there as long as I had something to
do with it.



What graffiti crews do you
represent and who are some of the
noted members?  6. Well the graffiti
crews that I’m currently
representing are as follows; UMXS,
ICR, WILD STYLE,  FBA, IBM, X-
MEN, DTK, RTW, EX-VANDALS,
WANTED, OTB, and my crew
AEROSOL KINGS  CRU=(Founded
in 1988).Members of the crew are
KACER171, JERO, SLON, RASK,
SHIVER,  ACT ONE, GOSH95, JASH

Do you still practice the craft of
graffiti today? 7. Oh I’m still working
on my craft. That’s all I know is to
keep at it. One way or another I’ll
keep  at it. Because it’s become my
personal laborer of love. I’m more of
practitioner thats a pure  creative
soul. I say that because I don’t
practice the art of abstract style
flow. It’s more like I  create my
pieces with out it being a practice
session. When you rock a straight
piece from A to Z  with no thought of
um, what comes next or what to
draw next your a pure creative soul.
To get to  that point you had to put
in the diligent time to get there. I’m
at a point in my artistic career 

I have a bit of pre visual conception
in my minds eye and then after that I
just  flow. Once I’m working things
along then I’ll start seeing style
moving along. I’m water my friend, 
 as Bruce Lee once stated. I’m no
longer hindered in slow blogged
creative though that requires a  bit
of practice efforts to help get a
persons work to a finishing point.
For me what I do just flows  out of
me and just moves and groves to it’s
own beat. To get there you have to
put in many  many years and time to
learn to think out of the box. That’s
why my piecing work never looks
the  same because my mind is not
stuck in its creativeness. I lay down
the first pencil strokes and as  things
come together I just follow through
creatively until I finish and end up
with something very  interesting.
Sorry to get all heavy duty on you
man but thats just what it is with me.
A lot of  people have there thing and
way of doing what they do and I
have mine.  Have you had an
opportunity to engage in freelance
or contract work with your acquired  
skills?  8. As an Aerosol Artist yes
I’ve worked on several Art projects

did some background aerosol 
 artwork for the movie Bomb The
System. I can be seen in the movie’s
opening scene painting my  piece.
I’ve also had my aerosol artwork
featured in a movie called My
Brother staring Venessa  Willams.
I’ve curated and painted a mural
with other artist on the Cooper
Hotel building in  Manhattan. As a
Hip Hop photographer my Hip Hop
photo work was featured in the
Source  Magazine, Vibe Magazine
and Blaze Magazine. I’ve been
blessed to have worked along side 
 some very great people both in the
Hip Hop music industry and in the
art world. As a graffiti 
 photographer, I’ve had some of my
photos published in several graffiti
books. Book’s like,The  Graffiti Hall
of Fame New York City, GRAFFITI
New York, PART ONE The Death
Squard, GHOST  RIS Crew. SENTO
The Fantastic Partners. BLADE King
Of Kings. It’s really a great feeling to
see  my photo work and artwork in
graffiti related projects. I never
thought that I would have or see
such a thing happen with me. I’m
very proud of all that I have done
and the many great and  wonderful
projects that I have been blessed to
be a part of.











In what country did he start his craft of graffiti

and how long has he  been a practitioner of the

craft?   

 

Started in 94 in Vancouver Canada. scribbling

shit, by 97 I was piecing terribly. Still at it 26

years later.

When did Graffiti hit the scene in Toyko? 

There was some stuff here in the 80’s and 90’s

but I can’t speak on anything until I moved here

in 04. It was smashed with writers from all over

the world coming through and leaving some

tags behind.

YESCA
AK
By  T IMUR  A .  DAV IS  

Pho tog raphs  by  YESCA

C A N A D A
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Did you start in High School and
who were some of his influences
"Subway Art?” 

Was self taught in terms of art? My
family is very artistic going way
back so I always drew. I saw this OG
writer JZONE all over Vancouver
and I used to draw his tags on
buildings in my cartoons. Later, I’d
smoke trees with the homies at
lunch and draw the homies as Yesca
clan. Knowledge of Style Wars and
Subway art etc. came after. Virus 
 AA is the king of Vancouver and
seeing his pieces really influenced
me.Watching  Acrow, Insight and
Take5 paint a wall really.

When was the first and  last time
he did a piece on the train?

 So I’m not the most hardcore clean
train guy, in fact I’ve barely hit
them. In Vancouver I got a lot of
freight trains and they are my   

 

favorite moving rusty garbage cans.
Mostly I’m into Track Side Art. I
want the pretty girls looking at my
pieces influenced me as well.

How did Graffiti since the 1970s
did any of the traditional rules
change?

 I’ll let OGs like Nic one speak on
the 70s, I’m only qualified to talk
about my time.

How did he receive his tag name
Yesca and did he go by any other
names prior to his current writer
tag?    

Only Yesca and I like the way a Y
and A hook up. To be honest it’s
kind of a dumb name I chose so long
ago, but I like to continue to push
the same letters and see how far
they can go.

What graffiti crews do he
represent and who were some of
the noted members?

I’m in Ak with a lot of dope East
coasters like Nic One. I’m in AP with
my Atlantic Pacific playboys like
Acre, Mylk and Lobsta and TSA is
my crew of basically family, like Leo,
Noke and Bike in Japan and Esens,
Karma13, Neps and Pitch in
Vancouver. I’m not one to push
crews with strangers, my crews are
people I trust.

Has he had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract
work with your acquired skills? 

I work as an illustrator and designer
under my real name and graffiti
hasn’t really helped me with that.
What has is the fun times I’ve had
practicing this dope art form for
decades. The contacts I’ve made
from graff has made it possible to
meet good people around the
world. The adventures and
wanderlust have kept me from
stagnating in my life and probably
have a lot to do with how I’m able to
live in other countries. Final note is
if you’re coming to Tokyo get at me
at @yescanada_ and let’s paint!!





In what state did you start your craft of
graffiti and how long have you been a
practitioner of the craft?

Started editing from a suburb of Los
Angels, California called Hawthorne and
have been writing for 33 years now.

Did you start in High School and who
were some of your influences "Subway
Art?”

Yes, I started writing SHIVER HNR CREW
in my junior year of high school. Just did a
bunch of toy stuff and various names
before that. What got me started was
when a friend of mine recorded Style Wars
on PBS and since I sucked at break
dancing, I said “That’s what I want to do.’”
Since 1987. 

SHVER
AK
By  T imur  A .  Dav i s  

Pho tog raphs  by  SHVER





When was the first and last

time you "hit" a train? 

First time on a train was with

DREAM SMD on a grainer,

back in 1991. 

Then my last and newest was

Xmas 2019. 

Do you think Graffiti

changed since the 1970s? 

Wasn't writing in the 70’s,

but when I did start late 80’s.

It was important for the

pieces to be really crisp and

clean. Back then you didn’t

use tape, a piece of wood,

cardboard ECT.  Back then

you had to learn how to

paint a straight line, so that’s

the difference now.

Where are you located now? 

Still North Los Angeles,

California. Well it started off

with the other guy that I started

the crew with was going to

write SHAKE so it would be

SHIVER SHAKE HNR, when we

would hit up but, we went back

and forth over names and

ended up with SHIVER. Ever

since had a few other names.

Tried prior to SHIVER but

nothing really serious.

What graffiti crews do you
represent and who are some of
the noted members?

HNR Members-SPOT, SKER, GOON,

ELVIS, NUDE, TENDER    A KING

Members-JERO, NIC 1,GOSH

95,HEMPS    AWR Members-

PHABLE, KRISIS, BLESS, COAX,

LONE, MYTE    MSK Members-

SABER, REVOK, ZES, ALOY,

ASKEW, PYSA    FGS Members-

APART, ADGE, PRAE, TED, AREK,

KREWD







In what state did you start your craft of
graffiti and how long have you been a
practitioner of the craft?

YO, first, thanks for the interview, good
looking out! I started in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, studying "B(V)arrio Eastside Loco"  
or "V.E.L." gang tags in "arroyas", or
concrete water ditches. I grew up in Los
Altos hood, lower economic to lower
middle class. I started paying attention to
gang graffiti when I was in 8th grade. I
started vandalizing public buildings and
structures in the city with my spraypaint
tag in 1989, so now...hmmmm, almost 32
years as an active writer!

JUEGOS
AK
By  T imur  A .  Dav i s  

Pho tog raphs  by  Juegos  AK



Did you start in High School and
who were some of your influences
"Subway Art?”

 Not until my sophomore year,1989,
did I actually start making a name for
myself.  I met AGREE, from flatbush,
who is also a member of Aerosol
Kings, that year along with another
writer from Venice, named DOC-
ONE, West Coast Artists.  These two
influenced me heavily, both with East
Coast and West Coast styles.  AGREE
put me on letter structure game and
showed me how easy it is to rack
paint and get over on the man! I
learned a lot of "crimey" things from
AGREE. DOC showed me a lot of
color combinations and  color
schemes. DOC, on the otherhand
showed me cool psychedelic
recreational drug use. So, I got a
handful of life gems from these guys,
REST In Peace AGREE and DOC. It's
funny, I think of these dudes
everyday.  I wouldn't be who I am
without ever knowing them. I really
feel as if I am living through them.

What year did you start?

started in 1989, pretty proud to say
Ive walked through the 80's, 90's,
00's, 20teens, and now 2020's.
That's touching base in 5 decades!

When was the first and last time
you did a piece on the train?

1st time painting trains was in 1990.
Across from El Madrid Bar, under
the Lead St. Bridge was a loading
dock for the boxcars.  The El madrid
would get hectic with drunks and
there was a lot of crime on both
sides of the tracks. So the loading
dock was a safe place I would drink
forties and smoke weed with friends
way before I got smart enough to
actually paint them! Last time I
painted a train was a few weeks ago,
a few hundred yards south from the
same loading dock, in the main
yards.  Nothing has changed now
that I think about my train career.  It
has been part of my childhood and
still is a big part of my life.

In what state are you located now?   
How did you receive your tag name
ACT1 and did               you go by any
other name before your current
writer tag?

I'm Bay Area for the past 11 years.
As of today, at this point, I am
visiting in New Mexico, painting
graffiti and murals. By Spring, I will
be back in the Bay Area, San
Francisco. I got my name ACT from
scribbling "A.C.T." into a tag name
when I was trying to take my "ACT
exam in high School. I couldn't
concentrate on the test, So I started
drawing hand styles of "ACT" on the
cover and answer sheet. I liked that
the name could use a "ONE" after it,
Like ACT 1, The beginning of a
story.... I started out with "Zenith" in
the beginning though.





What graffiti crews do you
represent and who are some of the
noted members?

I represent mostly Aerosol Kings,
why? that's where my heart is and
that is where all of my knowledge
base is out of.  The core of it all is
unified in one strong crew and with
an amazing leader and Prez, NIC-
One.  I know where my lineage is
from and how NIC passed it to
AGREE and  AGREE passed it on to
me. There is rich history in this crew.
However ALL TIme Kings was the
first crew I was thrown down into
while in High School. That's
AGREE's crew based from Aerosol
Kings. It's all fam, bro! I'm telling
you, AGREE started an army in New
Mexico with the best writers and
with amazing style.  You really have
to have style to stand out in
Albuquerque. The writers show a lot
of pride in their style out here. 
 Thanks to AGREE, Albuquerque got
schooled!! I also push RTD (Denver
crew) and now GATS (Albuquerque)
crew.

Do you still practice the craft of
graffiti today?

I holler tuff at graffiti now more than
ever. I find a new love with graffiti as
I get older. Now, I am using a lot of
hindsight and 2020 vision.  Making
sure all my spots, illegal and
commision come off proper and
fresh every time. I ain't playin but I
am!! I started writing "JUEGOS" in
2017, which means "games" in
Spanish. I figured out the painting
graffiti was actually like playing a
word game! My word "JUEGOS" is
actually like solving a puzzle or word
game as I am painting it. I use a lot of
shadows and optical illusions
incorporated in my newer styles. I
enjoy finding unmarked walls or
"virgin" spots to paint my word. A
lot of hiking and cycling goes into it
for finding these restricted spots
deep in the woods, beaches,
mountains or deserts.

Have you had an opportunity to
engage in freelance or contract
work with your visual    arts
expertise?

I quit my job 6 years ago to
completely dedicate myself to what
I know and do best, lettering! I
started a  sign and mural business,
Santa Fe Signs and Murals in 2014.
Constantly on my hustle game! I am
currently on pause mode with
teaching graffiti art for team
building events in San Francisco,
due to covid.  But nothing has
stopped me from pursuing my goal
in painting public works on the daily,
I am blessed and my inspirational
level has heightened even more and
more along with my travels and life
experiences these days!
















